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I. THE PROPOSAL 
 
1. The Rural Finance Sector Development Program aims to promote the access to finance 
of rural cottage and small industries (CSIs) in Bhutan. It supports the restructuring of Bhutan 
Development Bank (BDB) to significantly enhance its rural CSI finance outreach. It will also 
support BDB to expand non-collateral-based financing to rural CSIs as well as business 
development support and financial literacy training with gender-inclusive targets. The program will 
take a sector development program (SDP) modality.1 The program is aligned with the Asian 
Development Bank (ADB) country partnership strategy for Bhutan, 2019–2023, which is 
committed to diversifying the finance sector and promoting financial inclusion.2 
 

II. PROGRAM AND RATIONALE 
 
A. Background and Development Constraints 
 

2. Rural economy in Bhutan. During 2010–2018, Bhutan’s economy grew at an annual 
average of 6.02%.3 Despite the steady growth, the Bhutanese economy is still largely rural and 
agriculture-based, with significant disparity between urban and rural areas. Bhutan’s poverty ratio, 
measured by the population living below the national poverty line, decreased from 23.2% in 2007 
to 8.2% in 2017. However, a sizable share of the rural population remains in poverty. An estimated 
11.9% of the rural population lives below the national poverty line, compared with 0.2% in urban 
areas.4 In rural areas, on-farm and off-farm job opportunities are extremely limited, and farmers 
mostly depend on subsistence production of crops and livestock for their living.5 Further, the 
coronavirus disease (COVID-19) pandemic caused significant social and poverty impacts. ADB 
estimated that about 23,000 jobs are at risk.6  The poverty headcount rate based on $1.9/day 
(adjusted for purchasing power parity) is expected to result in 2,176–12,362 additional poor 
(footnote 6). The proposed program will contribute to Bhutan’s economic recovery by extending 
access to finance especially to disadvantaged rural population and informal sector. 
 

3. Cottage and small industries. The Government of Bhutan recognizes CSIs as an 
economic driver that can positively impact employment, income generation, and poverty reduction. 
Its 12th Five Year Plan emphasizes, among others, creating income-generating opportunities for 
vulnerable populations and enhancing the rural economy through promoting CSIs.7 In Bhutan, 
CSIs constitute more than 90% of enterprises and employ about 99,288 people, with 
22,064 registered CSIs in 2019.8 However, despite the government support, CSIs face various 

 
1  The SDP modality is considered as most appropriate because, to achieve the policy objective of enhancing access 

to finance to rural CSIs, both the policy reform — BDB restructuring, and the investment loan — the financial 
intermediary loan for non-collateral based lending, are essential. 

2  ADB. 2019. Country Partnership Strategy: Bhutan, 2019–2023—Fostering Diversification and Reducing Disparities. 
Manila. 

3 ADB. 2019. Key Indicators for Asia and the Pacific 2019. Manila.  
4 Government of Bhutan, National Statistical Bureau. 2017. Bhutan Poverty Analysis Report 2017. Thimphu. 
5 On-farm enterprises involve commercial farming and livestock production. Off-farm enterprises are all types of 

economic activities other than subsistence production and on-farm enterprises. Subsistence production is production 
mainly for one’s own consumption. 

6  ADB. 2020. Report and Recommendation of the President to the Board of Directors: Proposed Countercyclical 
Support Facility Loan Kingdom of Bhutan: COVID-19 Active Response and Expenditure Support Program. Manila. 

7  Government of Bhutan, Gross National Happiness Commission. 2019. Twelfth Five Year Plan, 2018–2023: Just, 
Harmonious and Sustainable Society through Enhanced Decentralization. Thimphu. 

8 Data from the Ministry of Economic Affairs, Department of Cottage and Small Industries. 

https://www.adb.org/sites/default/files/institutional-document/526656/cps-bhu-2019-2023.pdf
https://www.adb.org/sites/default/files/publication/521981/ki2019.pdf
http://www.nsb.gov.bt/publication/files/2017_PAR_Report.pdf
https://www.gnhc.gov.bt/en/wp-content/uploads/2019/05/TWELVE-FIVE-YEAR-WEB-VERSION.pdf
https://www.gnhc.gov.bt/en/wp-content/uploads/2019/05/TWELVE-FIVE-YEAR-WEB-VERSION.pdf
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constraints including access to finance, labor regulation, taxation, and registration.9 CSIs’ access 
to finance is limited because they generally lack the financial literacy and skills to develop 
business proposals to be considered for financing by formal financial institutions.10 Women-
owned CSIs often have greater challenges such as lower literacy rates and lack of confidence. 
Access to finance for rural CSIs is even more scarce in rural areas because of the limited 
presence of formal financial institutions. 
 
4. Cottage and small industry financing. In 2019, Bhutan’s finance sector loans 
outstanding totaled Nu133.13 billion, of which the loans to CSIs totaled Nu20.17 billion or 15.16% 
of the loans outstanding. BDB is the main providers of CSI loans, as commercial banks lack 
business expertise in CSI lending and have stringent collateral requirements for CSIs. 
 
5. Bhutan Development Bank Limited and National Cottage and Small Industry 
Development Bank. BDB was incorporated as Bhutan Development Finance Corporation in 
1988.11 The government owns 96% of the total paid-up capital. BDB’s key function is to provide 
financial services to agricultural, commercial, and industrial enterprises, especially CSIs. BDB is 
the most important financial intermediary for the rural and agriculture segment and provides 95% 
of the total agriculture loans in Bhutan. BDB is the third largest bank in terms of assets.12 
 
6. Despite its mandate, BDB’s outreach to rural CSIs has been moderate because of its weak 
operational and financial performance; and limited rural outreach effort, including financial literacy 
training and business development support. 13  In December 2019, BDB had total loans 
outstanding of Nu18.90 billion, with 52,962 borrowers, of whom 41% are women. CSI loans 
accounted for 84.96% of BDB’s total loan portfolio in December 2019, with rural CSI loans 
comprising 65.57%. Its capital adequacy ratio (CAR) was 11.94% in FY2019, below the statutory 
requirement (12.50%). The nonperforming loan (NPL) ratio increased from 21.40% in FY2017 to 
23.33% in FY2019. The profitability, as indicated in the average return on equity, decreased from 
9.63% in FY2016 to -34.70% in FY2017, and increased to 9.06% in FY2018 and 7.74% in 
FY2019.14 BDB provides both collateral and non-collateral-based loans (group loans) to CSIs. 
However, non-collateral-based group loans constitute only 1% of BDB’s total loan portfolio.  
    
7. To significantly expand CSI finance outreach, BDB needs, among others, to improve (i) 
corporate governance; (ii) core business areas; (iii) staff skills; (iv) portfolio quality; (v) credit 
appraisal methodologies; (vi) management information system; and (vii) internal control and risk 
management.  
 

 
9  Among the CSI constraints, access to finance is by far the largest constraint. According to the Economic Survey 

conducted by the Ministry of Economic Affairs in 2011, more than 80% of the surveyed CSIs responded that access 
to finance was a major constraint. Government of Bhutan. Cottage, Small & Medium Industry Development Strategy 
(2012–2020) & Action Plan (2012–2014). Thimphu. 

 (http://www.pintoconsulting.de/Images/pdf/Bhutan_MSME_Strategy_Action_Plan_2012.pdf)  
10 Financial literacy generally refers to the skill to apply financial knowledge in financial management, including financial 

products, financial planning, budgeting, and investing. 
11 ADB facilitated Bhutan Development Finance Corporation’s establishment under the Bhutan Development Finance 

Corporation Project. ADB. 1988. Report and Recommendation of the President to the Board of Directors: Proposed 
Loan to the Kingdom of Bhutan for the Bhutan Development Finance Corporation Project. Manila. 

12 The asset size was as follows: Bank of Bhutan (Nu55.8 billion); Bhutan National Bank (Nu38.4 billion); 
BDB (Nu25.2 billion); Druk PNB Bank (Nu15.2 billion); and TBank (Nu9.0 billion), as of December 2018. 

13 Social mobilization in access to finance refers to nonfinancial services to make clients bankable, and can include 
literacy and financial literacy training. 

14 BDB’s negative profit in FY2017 was due to the management information system migration to a new core banking 
system in FY2017 and gaps in capturing many receivables in the new system. 

http://www.pintoconsulting.de/Images/pdf/Bhutan_MSME_Strategy_Action_Plan_2012.pdf
https://www.adb.org/sites/default/files/project-document/72946/rrp-r17388.pdf
https://www.adb.org/sites/default/files/project-document/72946/rrp-r17388.pdf
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8. Key issues. Key issues in rural CSI financing in Bhutan can be summarized as (i) CSIs’ 
limited financial literacy and business development skills, (ii) commercial banks’ limited business 
focus on CSIs and stringent collateral requirements, and (iii) key rural finance institution’s weak 
financial and operational performance to extend CSI financing outreach efficiently and sustainably. 
 
9. Lessons learned and development partner’s coordination. Development partners 
which support Bhutan’s inclusive finance, and micro, small, and medium-sized enterprise (SME) 
finance include the World Bank, the International Fund for Agricultural Development, and German 
Savings Banks Foundation for International Cooperation. For SME finance, ADB approved the 
Micro, Small and Medium-sized Enterprise Sector Development Program in 2007. 15  The 
Program’s completion report assessed it was successful and highlighted an importance of a 
continued and broader support for SME finance as a lesson learned.16 
  
B. Policy Reform and ADB’s Value Addition 
 
10. The proposed policy reform will result in the following outcome: BDB’s financial services 
to rural CSIs expanded. The program design and monitoring framework is in Appendix 1. 
  
11. Output 1: Bhutan Development Bank restructured and strengthened. The program 
will support BDB’s transformation through a restructuring plan. The objective of the restructuring 
plan is to bring comprehensive structural and operational changes to substantially improve BDB’s 
performance and outreach, especially to rural CSIs. The BDB restructuring plan, including key 
performance benchmark targets, is framed in the program policy conditions (the policy matrix).17 
 
12. Output 2: Non-collateral-based rural cottage and small industry financing expanded. 
To extend access to finance to rural CSIs, especially those that do not have enough physical 
collateral, the program will support BDB to extend non-collateral-based group loans to rural CSIs.  
 
13. Output 3: Business development support and financial literacy training extended to 
rural cottage and small industries. The rural CSI financing will be combined with financial literacy 
training and business development support, especially for women.  
 
14. The program is aligned with ADB’s Strategy 2030’s operational priorities of (i) addressing 
remaining poverty and reducing inequalities, (ii) accelerating progress in gender equality, 
(iii) promoting rural development and food security, and (iv) strengthening governance and 
institutional capacity.18 The proposed program will add critical value to Bhutan’s economy by 
extending essential financial services to the unbanked rural population, including women. 
 
C. Impacts of the Reform 
 
15. The program is aligned with Bhutan’s overarching development objective to generate 
productive and gainful rural employment opportunities (footnote 7). The program’s reform of the 

 
15 ADB. 2007. Report and Recommendation of the President to the Board of Directors: Proposed Asian Development 

Fund Grant Kingdom of Bhutan: Micro, Small, and Medium-Sized Enterprise Sector Development Program. Manila. 
16 ADB. 2013. Completion Report: Bhutan: Micro, Small, and Medium-Sized Enterprise Sector Development Program. 

Manila.  
17 Performance benchmark targets tentatively include net loans, total assets, total deposits, total equity, net income, 

return on average assets, return on average equity, capital adequacy ratio, NPLs, active loan accounts, women 
active loan accounts, the number of active loans per credit officer, and the number of fraud cases.  

18 ADB. 2018. Strategy 2030: Achieving a Prosperous, Inclusive, Resilient, and Sustainable Asia and the Pacific. 
Manila. In this document, the program refers to both the sector development program’s policy-based component and 
investment component. 

https://www.adb.org/sites/default/files/institutional-document/435391/strategy-2030-main-document.pdf
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BDB restructuring will bring a sustainable rural finance sector development impact and enhanced 
access to finance for significant CSI employment generation in rural Bhutan. 
 
D. Development Financing Needs and Budget Support  
 
16. The program’s development financing needs total $20 million, of which the policy-based 
loan amount is $15 million to support output 1; and the investment loan (a financial intermediary 
loan) amount is $5 million to support output 2. The government has requested a concessional 
loan from ADB’s ordinary capital resources to help finance the program. The policy-based loan 
amount was determined based on the sector’s development financing needs, especially in view 
of BDBL’s recapitalization requirement, as well as the government’s fiscal position, which is 
expected to widen to 5.6% of GDP due to COVID-19 in FY2020 (footnote 6). The policy-based 
loan will be disbursed through two tranches of $7.5 million each, and expected to be released in 
December 2020 and June 2023. The government is expected to use the policy-based loan 
proceeds to meet the budgetary need for the BDB recapitalization.  
 
E. Implementation Arrangements  
 

Table 1: Indicative Implementation Arrangements 
Aspects  Arrangements 
Indicative implementation period January 2021–June 2023 

Indicative completion date December 2023 
Management 

(i)  Executing agency Ministry of Finance, Department of Microeconomic Affairs  
(ii)  Implementing agency Bhutan Development Bank Limited 

    Source: Asian Development Bank. 

 
III. TECHNICAL ASSISTANCE  

 
17. The program will have attached technical assistance (TA) to support BDB to (i) implement 
the restructuring plan, (ii) expand non-collateral-based rural CSI financing, and (iii) extend 
financial literacy and business development services to rural CSIs. The proposed TA amount is 
$1,000,000: $500,000 to be financed from the Technical Assistance Special Fund 6 (tentative) 
and $500,000 from the Financial Sector Development Partnership Fund (tentative).19  
 

IV. DUE DILIGENCE REQUIRED  
 

Table 2: Scope of Due Diligence  
Due Diligence Outputs To be Undertaken by 
Development coordination Staff 
Economic analysis Staff (with consultant inputs) 
Financial management assessment, financial evaluation, and financial analysis Staff (with consultant inputs) 
Gender analysis, collection of baseline data, and gender action plan Staff 
Safeguard screening and categorization results Staff (with consultant inputs) 
Initial poverty and social analysis Staff 
IDD and/or AML/CFT checklists Staff (with consultant inputs) 
Project administration manual  Staff 
Risk assessment and management plan Staff (with consultant inputs) 
Safeguard documents on environment, involuntary resettlement, and/or indigenous 
peoples 

Staff (with consultant inputs) 

Sector assessment Staff 
Summary poverty reduction and social strategy Staff 

 
19 Financing partner: the Government of Luxembourg. 
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Due Diligence Outputs To be Undertaken by 
Attached technical assistance Staff 

AML/CFT = anti-money laundering/combating the financing of terrorism, IDD = integrity due diligence. 
Source: Asian Development Bank. 

V. PROCESSING PLAN  
 
A. Risk Categorization 
 
18. The program is categorized low risk. The amount of ADB financial assistance does not 
exceed $50 million for the sector development program. ADB has sound experience in Bhutan’s 
finance sector. Both the executing and implementing agencies have substantial experience and 
a record of administrating externally financed projects. The program’s policy-based component is 
proposed to be categorized C for environment, involuntary resettlement, and indigenous peoples. 
Its investment component is proposed to be categorized financial intermediary (FI) for 
environment, and FI treated as C for involuntary resettlement and indigenous peoples. The 
program will have a gender equity category.  
 
B. Resource Requirements 
 
19. The nature of the procurement involved under the subprojects will be simple commodities 
that can be either procured directly or based on best commercial practices. BDB has experience 
in implementing ADB programs and has reasonable capacity to implement such programs.20 
Accordingly, procurement is categorized B. Procurement by CSIs, if any, will be in accordance 
with the established private sector or commercial practices acceptable to ADB, in accordance 
with ADB’s Procurement Policy (2017, as amended from time to time), Procurement Regulations 
for ADB Borrowers (2017, as amended from time to time), and relevant staff instructions. 
 
C. Processing Schedule  
 

Table 3: Processing Schedule by Milestone 
Milestones Expected Completion Date 
1. Concept clearance meeting July 2020 
2. Completion of financial due diligence July 2020 
3. Loan fact-finding July 2020 
4. Staff review meeting August 2020 
5. Loan negotiation September 2020 
6. Board consideration October 2020 
7. Loan signing November 2020 

      Source: Asian Development Bank. 
 

VI. KEY ISSUES  
 

Table 4: Issues, Approaches, and Mitigation Measures 
Key Processing Issues Proposed Approaches and/or Mitigation Measures 

COVID-19 impact and implementation 
risks need to be assessed.  

The pandemic’s impact on BDB’s operations will be assessed and 
mitigation measures will be included in the restructuring plan. 

BDB = Bhutan Development Bank, COVID-19 = coronavirus disease.  
Source: Asian Development Bank.  

 
20 ADB. 2006. Report and Recommendation of the President to the Board of Directors: Proposed Loans and Technical 

Assistance Grant to the Kingdom of Bhutan for the Financial Sector Development Program. Manila; and ADB. 2007. 
Report and Recommendation of the President to the Board of Directors: Proposed Asian Development Fund Grant 
to Bhutan for the Micro, Small, and Medium-Sized Enterprise Sector Development Program. Manila. 

https://www.adb.org/sites/default/files/project-document/66692/37164-bhu-rrp.pdf
https://www.adb.org/sites/default/files/project-document/66692/37164-bhu-rrp.pdf
https://www.adb.org/sites/default/files/project-document/65708/39221-bhu-rrp.pdf
https://www.adb.org/sites/default/files/project-document/65708/39221-bhu-rrp.pdf
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DESIGN AND MONITORING FRAMEWORK 
(Initial Draft) 

Country’s Overarching Development Objective 
Productive and gainful rural employment opportunities generated (12th Five Year Plan, 2018–2023)a 
    

Results Chain 

Performance Indicators 
with Targets and 

Baselines 
Data Sources and 

Reporting Mechanisms Risks  

Effects of the Reform By December 2023 
 

  

BDB’s financial services 
to rural CSIs expanded  

a.   BDB’s total borrowers 
increased to 73,058, of 
whom at least 45% are 
women (2019 baseline: 
52,962, of whom 41% 
are women) 

 
b.   BDB’s total loans 

outstanding increased 
to Nu25.57 billion, of 
which at least 45% are 
for women borrowers 
(2019 baseline: 
Nu18.9 billion, of which 
41% are for women) 

 
c.   BDB’s rural CSI loans 

outstanding increased 
to Nu19.73 billion, of 
which at least 45% are 
for women CSI 
borrowers (2019 
baseline: Nu12.94 
billion total rural CSI 
loans outstanding, of 
which 41% are for 
women rural CSIs)  

 
d.   BDB’s rural CSI 

borrowers increased to 
67,880, of which 45% 
are women CSI 
borrowers 
(2019 baseline: 
52,729, of which 41% 
are women CSI 
borrowers) 

 

a.–d. BDB annual reports, 
FY2020, FY2021, 
FY2022, and FY2023 

The country’s 
macroeconomic 
conditions may hinder 
BDB operational and 
financial performance 
improvements. 

Reform Areas By June 2023 
 

  

1. BDB restructured and 
strengthened 

1a. BDB restructuring 
actions implemented 
following its 
restructuring plan 
(2019 baseline: Not 
applicable) 

 
1b. BDB performance 

benchmark targets, 
which cover total net 
loans; total assets; net 
income after taxes;  

1a. BDB annual reports, 
FY2021, FY2022, and 
FY2023 

 
 
 
 
1b. BDB restructuring plan 

progress evaluation 
reports, FY2021, 
FY2022, and FY2023 

 

Government policy 
changes may hinder the 
BDB restructuring plan 
implementation. 
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Results Chain 

Performance Indicators 
with Targets and 

Baselines 
Data Sources and 

Reporting Mechanisms Risks  
 ROAA; ROAE; CAR; 

NPLs; outreach;b 
women outreach; the 
number of active loans 
per credit officer; and 
the number of fraud 
cases, achieved 
following the BDB 
restructuring plan 
(2019 baseline: Not 
applicable)a 

 

  

2. Non-collateral-based 
rural CSI financing 
expanded 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

2a. BDB’s group loan 
borrowers increased to 
5,037, of whom 65% 
are women borrowers 
(2019 baseline: 1,704, 
of whom 61% are 
women borrowers) 

 
2b. BDB’s group loans 

outstanding increased 
to Nu755 million, of 
which 65% are for 
women group loan 
borrowers 
(2019 baseline: 
Nu209 million, of which 
60% are for women 
group loan borrowers) 

 

2a.–2b. BDB annual 
reports, FY2021, 
FY2022, and 
FY2023 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

3. Business development 
support and financial 
literacy training 
extended to rural CSIs 

 

3a. At least 2,000 CSIs, of 
which 50% are women, 
attained increased 
knowledge of finance 
(i.e., basic accounting, 
cash flow 
management, financial 
products and services, 
and consumer rights) 
(2019 baseline: 0) 
(Under the attached 
TA) 

 
3b. Business development 

services extended to at 
least 1,000 rural CSIs, 
of which 50% are 
women CSIs 
(2019 baseline: 0) 
(Under the attached 
TA) 

 

3a.–3b. Training 
participants’ 
survey 
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Key Activities with Milestones 
1.      BDB restructured and strengthened 
1.1 BDB restructuring board subcommittee formed (Q1 2021) 
1.2 BDB restructuring plan implementation (Q1 2021–Q2 2023) 
1.3    BDB restructuring plan implementation monitoring and evaluation (Q2 2021, Q2 2022, Q2 2023) 

2.      Non-collateral-based rural CSI financing expanded 
2.1 BDB Non-collateral-based rural CSI unit formed (Q1 2021)  
2.2    BDB Non-collateral-based rural CSI lending operational plan developed (Q2 2021) 
2.3    BDB Non-collateral-based rural CSI lending operational plan implementation and monitoring (Q2 2021–

Q4 2023) 

3.      Business development support and financial literacy training extended to rural CSIs 
3.1    Financial literacy training plan for rural CSIs developed (Q2 2021) 
3.2    Financial literacy training plan implementation and monitoring (Q2 2021–Q4 2023) 
3.3    Business development service plan for rural CSIs developed (Q2 2021) 
3.4    Business development services plan for rural CSIs implementation and monitoring (Q2 2021–Q4 2023) 

Project Management Activities (for the Investment Loan) 
Consultant recruitment (Q1–Q2 2021) 
Gender action plan implementation and monitoring (Q1 2021–Q4 2023) 
Financial management covenants implementation and monitoring (Q1 2021–Q4 2023) 
Environmental and social management system implementation and monitoring (Q1 2021–Q4 2023) 
Review of annual audit report of utilization of funds and entity audit report (Q1 2022, Q1 2023, Q1 2024) 
Project progress review and monitoring report (quarterly) 
Midterm review (Q2 2022) 
Project completion review (Q4 2023) 
Budget Support and Investment Loan 

ADB: $20 million (concessional OCR loan)  

         Technical Assistance Special Fund: $500,000 (TA grant) (tentative) 

         Financial Sector Development Partnership Fund: $500,000 (TA grant) (tentative) 

Assumptions for Partner Financing 
Not applicable 

ADB = Asian Development Bank, BDB = Bhutan Development Bank, CAR = capital adequacy ratio, CSI = cottage 
and small industry, FY = fiscal year, NPL = nonperforming loan, OCR = ordinary capital resources, Q = quarter, RFI 
= results framework indicator, ROAA = return on average assets, ROAE = return on average equity, TA = technical 
assistance, TBD = to be determined. 
a Government of Bhutan, Gross National Happiness Commission. 2019. Twelfth Five Year Plan, 2018–2023: Just, 

Harmonious and Sustainable Society through Enhanced Decentralization. Thimphu. 
b  Tentative benchmark performance targets are (i) total net loan equal to or above Nu22,231 million; (ii) total assets 

equal or above Nu30,233 million; (iii) total deposits equal to or above Nu24,353 million; (iv) total equity equal to or 
above Nu4,191 million; (v) net income equal to or above Nu4,191 million; (vi) ROAA equal to or above 0.7%; (vii) 
ROAE equal to or above 5.5%; (viii) CAR equal to or above 14.79%; (ix) NPL ratio equal to or below 6.5%; (x) total 
active loan accounts equal to or above 64,000; (xi) women active loan accounts equal to or above 32,000; (xii) 
number of active loans per credit officer equal to or below 200; and (xiii) number of fraud cases is 0. 

Contribution to the ADB Results Framework: 
RFI 1.2.1: Business development and finance sector measures supported in implementation 

(Target: 73,058 borrowers [tentative]) 
RFI 2.1.2 Women opening new accounts (Target: TBD) 
RFI 2.1.3 Women-owned or -led small and medium-sized enterprise loan accounts opened or women-owned or -led 

small and medium-sized enterprise end-borrowers reached (Target: TBD)  
RFI 5.3.1 Health care, education, and financial services established or improved (Target 67,880 rural borrowers 

[tentative]) 
RFI 6.1.2 Measures supported in implementation to improve the capacity of public organizations to promote the 

private sector and finance sector (Target 39 reform actions [tentative]) 
Source: Asian Development Bank. 

 

https://www.gnhc.gov.bt/en/wp-content/uploads/2019/05/TWELVE-FIVE-YEAR-WEB-VERSION.pdf
https://www.gnhc.gov.bt/en/wp-content/uploads/2019/05/TWELVE-FIVE-YEAR-WEB-VERSION.pdf
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